MLV Becoming
Becoming
time in ordered history
part of a life span
a year
365 consecutive days
1977
Becoming
a collection of thoughts
words and pictures
actions being to come memories

Becoming
creatures understanding units of life
the cell becoming the body of man
the body of man becoming life
life becoming the future
future becoming now
Virginia Commonwealth University
Becoming
a place of growth
where in focusing on our goals
we lose sight of the world
where in merging our knowledge with life
we gain sight of the universe

Becoming change
Being not just to be.
Being to come further.

Becoming
the questions of the known
the answers of the unknown
the spaces of the present - filling
the paths of self unknowingness - directing
the promise of self potential - diverging
the value of pursuit - building

Becoming
the actions of ourselves
as life in movement

1977
365 consecutive days
a year
part of a life span
time in ordered history

Becoming
People
we are becoming
people who need people
complex creatures
attempting to survive
a world of people
''I am, we are,
simply of the human class.
Expand the fields -
those definitions which fix fractions and lose wholes.
I am of the field of being.''

Jean Toomer

an opportunity to become individuals
I
creating the profession of myself
construction of the new
a community becoming a university
''Do I dare disturb the universe?
In a minute there is time
for decisions and revisions which a minute will
reverse.''

T. S. Elliot

An opportunity to become
people
red, yellow, black, white, brown
female, male, transexual
cultural, ethnical, political, religious
economical, psychological, intellectual
rural, urban
"I am the people - the mob - the crowd - the mass. Do you know that all the great work of the world is done through me?"

Carl Sandburg

From all the possibilities of that which we might be how is it we become only one?
I becoming people
The Medical College of Virginia
one of the nation's most outstanding medical centers
has been delivering
health care, medical education, research, and community services
to Virginians since 1838.
Today's Medical Center joins the efforts of physicians, pharmacists, nurses, and other health care professions with those of other disciplines such as biochemists, pharmacologists, immunobiologists, biophysicists and others in a common cause to find the cause and the cure of disease. Because of this interdisciplinary approach which MCV has exhibited over the years, health care in Virginia, in the region, and indeed health care in the world has benefited through the research in the basic sciences, clinical research, and hospital care performed at the Medical College of Virginia.

MCV: a continuing dedication to health care delivery evolving with technology, responsive to today's needs becoming the hospital for tomorrow.
Therefore, health care in every county, city, and hamlet in Virginia has been improved through the existence of MCV in the region. Three of the six schools at MCV are the only such schools in Virginia; the Schools of Allied Health Professions, Dentistry, and Pharmacy. The remaining schools are those of Basic Sciences, Medicine, and Nursing. Supporting the education programs are the five teaching hospitals which contain more than 1,000 beds.
The hospitals are presently beginning a program of construction and renovation which will cost $100,000,000 - one of the most ambitious programs of modernization in the history of the Commonwealth of Virginia. Complementing the new construction program is a management reorganization which will result in more efficient administration of hospital facilities and utilization of hospital human resources.
The Medical College of Virginia has achieved national recognition in many areas including its program in Family Practice Medicine, its transplant team, its developing Cancer Center, its work in head trauma, its treatment of burn patients, and in many areas of its continuing education programs for the several professions.

Last year:
- MCV scientists received $13,000,000 for research.
- More than 6,000 Virginia physicians received some form of continuing education and renewal through MCV continuing education programs.
- More than 260,000 days of patient care were delivered in MCV hospitals.
- 168 entering medical students were accepted from among a pool of applicants numbering 3,400.
- 511 resident physicians were enrolled in MCV's house staff programs.
- 74 Ph.D. degrees were conferred by MCV in the past 4 years.

Although the majority of the 11,000 living alumni remain to practice their professions in Virginia, MCV alumni are also to be found in every state and in many foreign countries. The support they generate is signal to its continued development. The 1977 graduates who will join them are expected to enlarge this support effort.

W. O. Edwards
October 1976
Aware
becoming perceptive, realistic, knowledgeable
Hearing, not just listening
Seeing, not just looking
Becoming, not just being

Aware of time, not as this minute
but as forever
Population trends reversed for the first
time in history
Kepone dehumanizes people, pollutes
waters, destroys businesses
Swine Flu threatens the nation's health
Earthquakes shatter the ecology
Life continues aware
Aware of who we are
Anastasia Romanov, alleged daughter of
Czar Nicholas, alive in Charlottesville
Aware of why we are
people becoming
"I wake to sleep and take my waking slow
I feel my fate in what I cannot fear
I learn by going where I have to go."

Theodore Roethke
Becoming independent
our forefather's quest
To be free
To overcome the obstacles that clutch our throats
poverty, war, bureaucracy
hunger, disease, inflation

Freedom's just another word for nothing left to lose.
Nothing ain't nothing if it ain't free."
Free to vote
or not to vote
Independent of life
test tube babies attempted
Independent of death
terminal patients maintained
Independent of people
machines humanized
"Ginny is everywhere."
independent of control processes stop
people wait for striking buses
The freedom to choose
doctor, lawyer, indian chief
"Two roads diverged in a wood and I -
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference."

dependent

Robert Frost

to become.
"I will not follow where the path may lead but I will go where there is no path and I will leave a trail."

M. Strode
Achievement
becoming
the survival of the fittest
Jimmy Carter vs. Jerry Ford
Intramural sports stimulates competition
through the Wildcats, Richmond ice hockey achieves
reality
VCU competes with Virginia colleges for greater funding
Glamour girls compete for "Tobacco Festival Queen"
VCU homecoming attempts to achieve university spirit

motivated to accomplish
or simply not to fail
achievement - the seed of growth
American scientists establish laboratory on Mars
each wants to leave his mark
the actions of ourselves
becoming
achievement
an individual
dental hygiene
Becoming . . . the Profession of Ourselves

AREN'T YOU GLAD YOU SMILE?

DIANE BOWEN
CATHERINE CONE
DIANN GORDON
NANCY HASH

CHRISTY HENDRIX
SANDRA HILL
SUSAN E. JONES
SUSAN M. JONES

KATHLEEN MORRIS
PATRICIA NEMITZ
JANE OVERBY
BRENDA REESE

JULIE TAYLOR
TERESA THOMAS
SARAH WARREN
KAREN ZECHINI
"A Good Time Was Had By All..."
Ellen Anderson
Katherine Bandy
Sandra Bishop
Nancy Brister

Felicia Caine
Betsy Evens
Kathryn Finley
Sidney Hall

Judy Harrison
Karen Kosmahly
Nance Laderberg
Denise Montgomery

Rebecca Paciocco
Betsy Talley
Debra Waller
Brenda Zimm
dentistry
A Time for Decisions

JOHN ABEL

GARY AVAKIAN

ROBERT BALL

RICHARD BARNES

BRYAN BEEBE
JACK BEHN
BRUCE BENEDICTSON

JOEL BERGER
E. E. BLANTON
STEVE BRODY

dentistry 77
The Art of Becoming

KENNY BYRNE
DOUG CHAMBERLAIN

DAVID CHANCE
BRUCE COOK
DRAKE COVEY

LESLIE DAVENPORT
PETER ERICKSON
FRED DONAGHY
CHRIS DURR
Becoming
The Questions of the Known

The Answers of the Unknown
HAVE YOU TURNED OFF YOUR UNIT?

IS YOUR CUBICLE CLEAN?

STEPHEN JOHANSEN
DAVID JONES
BOB KENDIG

RICHARD KRAMMES
FRANCES KRAY
JOE LECOMPTÉ

ANTHONY LEUNG
LANNY LEVENSON
LEE LYKINS
The Role of Tomorrow

JACK McCOMB
ALAN McGILL
DEAN McGRAW
KAREN McLEAD

MIKE McMUNN

GENE MEARS

JIM MIDKIFF
DEMETRIOS MILONAS

MARK NEALE
JIM NELSON

BOB NORTHREN
ROBERT OWEN
You Call This Fun???

LINDA RAY
RICHARD ROADCAP
LAYMAN SALYER

ABRAHAM SHAIT
CHARLES SMITH
JACK SMITH

KENNETH SMITH
ROBERT SPARGAR
TEDDY SPENCE

RICHARD SPURGAS
WILLIAM STIEBEL
KENNETH STONER

CORBY TALTON
ELIZABETH TAYLOR
JIM THOMPSON
Tools of the Trade

KENNETH THOMPSON

THOMAS TOMLO

HAL TURKUS

PAUL VITSKY
HENRY VRANIAN
JOHN WALLACE
JOHN WALROD

LARRY WARREN
JULIAN WARREN
MINDY WARREN
LIONEL WEST
No — You’re Not Hallucinating — the Jr. Clinic IS Collapsing

Michael Abbott
Marsha Adler
Hugh Alcock
Edward Armhein
Scott Anderson

Lewis Armstrong
Roger Bays
Thomas Bays
William Berbes
Robert Bielawski

Bobbi Birchell
Edsel Blair
Thomas Blackburn
James Blanchard
Stephen Brown
The Look of Things to Come

Arn Gattell

Walter Gibbons

Kenny Giberson

Ray Green
Frank Grogan
Mark Golub
Paul Hanzel
Russell Harden

Bruce Haard
Betsy Hagan

Ken Hardy
Bruce Harsha

Harry Heard
Doug Hirschler

Always Playing Games

Richard Hoffman
Bruce Huzek
Mae Jesneck
Morris Jordan
George Kadzis

John King
Fred Knaysi
Mildred Kolb
Barry Kurzer
James Lassiter
Sophomores Have High Hopes

Anthony Bailey
Ray Ball
Deidra Barnes
Bruce Barr
Charles Barrett
William Belt

George Berryman
Robert Bischoff
David Blanton
Frank Bolton
William Botts
Steven Butensky

Jeff Calamos
Stephen Campbell
Carl Cash
Marjorie Chema
Stephen Cicinato
Debra Claycomb

John Cofer
William Cornette
William Cregar
John Crisp
Stan Dameron
Donald Davis
Randall Doe
Jay Donaghy
Richard Doazel
John Doswell
Robert Dreclin
Don Driscoll

George Duncan
Alan Ferguson
David Fitzgerald
Fletcher Fosque
Emerson Gambill
Edward Griggs

Thomas Gromling
Alan Gropper
Gary Haines
Abbey Horwitz
Dennis Howard
Douglas Hughes

Claudette Hurtt
James Hutchens
George Jacobs
Conrad Jenkins
John Jobe
James Johnson

Frank Jones
Jim Julian
David Kern
Michael Kilborne
Charles Kirksey
Ernest Knight

Ronald Knight
David Konikoff
Dale Lazar
Kirby Lee
Robert Levine
Richard Mansfield
Looking for the Future

Janice Reid
Amy Rockhill

Bob Rosenthal
Barry Rothman

Michael Rowe

Carl Ray
James Rucker
Rawls Saecker

Vincent Sawicki
Phillip Scheider
Barney Selph
Jeff Shirley
Alan Siegel
Who Said It Would Be Easier This Year?

Richard Sienkiewicz
Robert Smith
Elaine Sours
John Speegle

Arden Sterling
Daniel Taylor
Jeffrey Taylor
Michael Taylor
David Templeton

Chi Tran

I'm Sooo Happy Here
Sophomores
Face
Another Rough Year
D-I's Sink Their Teeth in

Anne Adams
Keith Austin
Nancy Barlow
- on Bartlett
Michael Bond
Jane Boomer

Carlos Boudet
Leo Bowers
Reed Boyd

Richard Bradley
Rowland Browder
Stephen Brown

Pamela Bull
Elaine Carr
Russell Catterlin

Eric Chimon
Morris Chimon
Stephen Christensen

Robert Claybrook
Mark Cloth
Andrew Cohen

Christopher Collingwood
Robert Cruickshanks
Joseph Cummiskey

Millicent Curtis
Bill Dabney
Randolph Daniel

48 dentistry '80
Ronald Davis
Lynn Dettenmayer
Benjamin Edmundson
Christopher Erbland
Sutton Farnham
Kenneth Fautex

John Framer
Isabel Garcia
Kenneth Gill

Claire Giordano
Al Griffin
Richard Groves

Mack Gustafson
Mitchell Haraison
Paul Harvey

Luther Helbert
Edward Hindman
John Hofman

Stephen Horowitz
Jefferey Hudgins
Thomas Huffman

Gary Iskol
Gregory Ivy
Thomas Kent
William King
Melinda Larsen
Andrew Lederman

Kie Lee
Maureen Locke
Stuart Martin
Kristine Mayhew
Van McCarter
Kevin McGrath
Dentoids Have More Fun

Emmett McLane
Larry Meador
Walter Meinzer
Kenneth Midkiff
William Midkiff
David Monday

Barbara Morgan
Phillip Morgan
Sherry Moseley
Russell Pape
John Parker
Olan Parr

Stephen Payne
Gary Peters
Robert Petryl

Kathy Perich
John Pinch
Jeff Reider
Becoming

People . . .

. . . Who Need

People

Kevin Scanlan
Michael Schulte

Teresa Schwartz
James Seaver

Charles Richardson
Richard Rhodemyre
David Riley

Jonathan Rudin
Scott Ruffner
Lawrence Ryan
Jack Silverman
Jay Slagle

Mark Smith
Thomas Southard
Mark Stall
James Stanley

William Steele
Susan Stone
William Stokes
Paul Supan

Lea Syrop
Jeff Tepper

Send in the Clowns

dentistry '80
Dennis Throckmorton
Jon Trabosh
John Wheeler

D. S. Wozniak
Kent Yandle
Delta Sigma Delta

Alpha Omega
graduate students
Long Days, Dog-Tired

CARSON CORNBROOKS
DOROTHY CROWDER
MARY DOWNS
SARAH ETKIN

ELIZABETH FELTON
EILEEN GANHEWA
ROBIN GENTRY
MADELINE GERARDI

CAROLYN GLENN
KATHERYN HAFFORD
GAIL HALSTEAD
HEATHER HAMILTON
A Bird's Eye View

MAUREEN HARDY

JEREMY HARRIS

STEVEN HILOWITZ

DEBBIE HIXON

PETER HULEY
NANCY JONES
CAROLYN KACHADOURIAN
ANN KELLY

ALICE LEE
BRENDA LEVINE
NANCY LOVEJOY
ANNE MACCALLUM

graduate students '77
ROSALYNN PULLIAM
MILDRED ROBERSON
LINWOOD SAWYER
ANTHONY SEGRETI

RICHARD SHOMO
GABRIEL SOMORI
LINDA SOUTHWORTH
KATHARINE SPIEGEL

JUDY SPROSS
E. J. STELLWAG
JO ANNE STEVENSON
ANN TAUBENHEIM
Measuring the Days

ALICE WHITE

ELISE WHITE

PATRICIA WINDOM

JEN-HAU YI

HUNG-PUZ YU

WALTER ZETUSKY
Grad. Students Challenge the Impossible

Stephen Adams
Benjamen Akinrolaby
David Atkins

Frederick Bieber
Rena Biniek
Patricia Blakesley

Kathleen Brady
Cindy Buchanan
Patricia Carlson

Edward Carmines
Freda Centor
Larry Chait
Catherine Chana
William Chapman
Jerry Coffey

Shirley Craig
Larry Davis
Joanne Dickmeyer
Dalton Dietrich
Donna Edwards
David End

Arthur Ernst
Scott Feighner
Peggy Felts
Sally Gaede
Judith Gaines
Harry Gauagher

Marty Giedlin
Jeff Goldberg
Estelle Goodell
Claire Goodwin
Gerald Griffin
Joel Haight
Thomas Hall
Maureen Hardy
Steven Hardy
Michael Hill
Kay Houston
John Hubbard

Frank Huger
Drema Jennings
Jan Johannessen
Debbie Johnson
Edward Judt
Calvin Keeler

Catherine Kern
Martha Kiser
Paal Klykken
Stephen Krause
Irwin Kroot
Richard Lane

Carmine Lanni
Suzanne LaRue
Kathye Light
Sheldon Markowitz
Carolyn McGill
Mary McMorrow
Eugene Medlock
Robert Moreland
Michael Mosteller
Patricia Mauntzakis
Alphonsus Ngai

Sharon Nuzik
Shirley O'Dell
Mark Okusa
Wendy Olson
John Porter

James Quinn
Alice Reese
Robin Rich
Angela Ristuccia
Ralph Robertson

Frank Rockhold
David Roseman
Jacqueline Ross
Ronald Salisbury
Richard Saul

James Schless
Glenn Simon

graduate students
Caught in the Act
JESS JUDY
MARK LASKIN
RUSSELL LONG
MARK MONTGOMERY

GARY NAYLOR
NADREA NEWSOME
NICK NICHOLSON
MARK PARRINGTON

DOUGLAS ROSEN
JOHN SMALLEY
TIMOTHY STACK
TERRY THOMPSON

JAMES WATTERS
DENISE WILLIAMS
JAMES ZOLLER
Up to Old Tricks Again.

Ed Abramovitz  Marion Barbee  Shirley Bartley  Paul Bishop  James Broadhurst  Larry Brown

Isaac Coe  Robert Comroy  Mary Daniel  Ann Fairchild  Jonathan Farr  Gary Herbek

Donna Isgrig  William Jolly  Michael King  Phillip Marler  Jack Miller  Michael Norris

James Poucher  Thomas Rice  Mark Vergales  Robert White  Roy Wright

hospital and health administration '78
H.H.A. Administers Health
Managing health care . . .

PATRICIA BERRYMAN
DENNIS CHAPPELL
BETTY DUVALL
MARSHA HURWITZ

JANET KENT
DEAN MARTIN
ROBERT PECK
JESSIE WHITE
a people profession

FELICIA ALLEN
BETTYE BENDER
CHERYL CIZLER
CORNELIA CURTIS

ALFRED ELKO
TIMOTHY McCAGH
MARK WILSON
medical technology
Med Techs Develop Their Own Culture

SYNEESE ABERNATHY

ELIZABETH BUCKLEY

DENTON BRYANT

DONNA CAUTHEN
JEANY CHAN
MARY CRAFT
DONNA FLANAGAN

PAMELA FRENCH
JANICE HARRISON
BILLIE HEDGECOCK
LORRE HYATT

LINDA LOWERS
SALLY MALACHUK
Becoming... 
a Collection of Thoughts,

Words, 
and Pictures.

Paul Cash  
Marie Castore  
Diane Faux  
Janet Fox  
Page Franklin

Pamela Guthrie  
Debbi Harris  
Pattie Hart  
Angela Holloman  
Beth Hornsby

Debbie Howard  
Georgia Huger  
Daisy Jacey  
Albert Kleinberg  
Blaine Knox
medicine
ROBERT ALVIS
JONATHAN BACON
FRANK BAIN
DAN BALDINI

DOUG BARTLEY
JEBB BOSWORTH
LOUIS BREEDEN
WILLIAM CALE

GARY CASEY
STEPHEN CHERAWATY
J. MICHAEL CHILDRESS
DAVID CHRISTIANSEN
The Cell Becoming the Body of Man
the Body of Man Becoming Life
Life Becoming the Future
the Future Becoming

JANE CLAYTON
CHRISTOPHER COLENSA
JAMES COMBS
ANDREA CRAWFORD

STEVE CUNAT
RICHARD DUNN
PAUL FRANKS
RUDOLPH FREEMAN

JANE FRIED
TERRANCE FRIED
ERIC FRYKBERG
DONNA FUKUMOTO

DAVID GARDNER
RICHARD GRIFFITH
WILLIAM HAMMOND
GARY HANKINS

GEORGE HANSON
BILL HARPER
CHARLES HARRISON
ROBERT HAYWARD
Becoming... Perceptive, Realistic, Knowledgeable

BARRY LEVIN
SANDRA LINDSEY
MICHAEL LINK
JAMES LOWELL

DAVID MARGOLIUS
TIMOTHY MARSHALL
MICHAEL MAUK
MARTIN MENGES

BIL MILES
LAWRENCE MILLER
JULIA MILLS
SCOTT MILLS

medicine '77  97
Days Gone By

JAMES SMITH
JOSEPH SMITH
MICHAEL SMITH
THOMAS SOBIESKI

STUART SOLAN
JEFF STANLEY

LARRY STEPHENSON
HOA TRAN

LEE TRENT
ALTON TUCKER

KEITH VAN ARSDALEN
ROBERT VANDENBERG

PHILIP WEISS
STEPHEN WIGGINS
INGUINAL HERNIA REPAIR:
TRUSSWORTHY OBSERVATION & MOVIES

HUNTER H. McGUIRE, JR. M.D.
Chief of Surgical Service
Medical College of Virginia
Richmond, VA
And Then Comes the Morning . . .

William Adams
Michele Asmuth
Riggs Bagan
Wilson Beamer
Robert Bedinger
Sandra Bell

John Bradley
Deborah Brooks
Richard Brothers
Brian Caine
Daniel Camden
Kim Carmichael

Ronald Cherry
Deborah Clapp
John Crane
Kristin Crosby
Charles Davis
Mark Davy

Andrew Deekens
Allison Dickens
Patricia Dinndorf
Pamela Douglas
Gregory Doyle
Marshall Dressel

Mark Eggleston
Frederick Ende
Thomas Epperson
Jeff Farley
Charles Faulk
George Forrest
Never Enough Sleep

Charles Fulton
James Gardiner
John Gargus
James Gehrig
John German
Jeffrey Ginther

Ronald Glass
John Glick
Martin Goldberg
Henry Gregor
Fred Griffith
Martha Griswold

Nelson Gustin
William Harrington
Jeffrey Harrison
Frederick Harry
Harrison Hassell
Patty Hayes

Eric Hedberg
John Hennessey
Allen Howe

George Hughes
William Hughes
Samuel Jessee
What Would You Diagnose?

Othella Owens
Gerald Packer
Harold Palevsky
Ray Patterson
Clarence Pearson

Richard Pettit
Stephen Phillips
Elizabeth Pierce
Benjamin Pisciotta
Bob Pistner

Wendell Poulson
William Reed
Martine Roper
Neil Rosenberg
Thomas Rosenfeld

Wesley Ross
Robert Ruxer
Thomas Salyer
Henry Saunders
Thomas Scalea

John Scandling
Michael Schwartzman
Charles Semones
Frank Seney
Fred Siegel
Stephen Siegel
Christopher Slater
David Smith
Lynn Smith
Timothy Spencer

John Sperry
Peter Stanley
Sheldon St. Clair
Mal Strange
Charles Taylor

Bruce Taylor
David Thickman
Geoffrey Thomas
John Tillman
Bill VanDyke

Lawrence Walker
Beverly Wheeler
Alison Wichman
Andy Williams
William Williams

Charles Wilson
Bryston Winegar
George Wong
Thomas Wood
Robert Woodson

Donald Yoder
I Thought it Was
Supposed to Get Easier
Maybe
It’s Not
So Bad
After All
Thomas Lyon
Robert MacLachlan
Thomas Martineilli
Richard Mathe
Gordon McClenny
Ronald McCord

Regina Milteer
Carolyn Moore
Frederic Moore
John Moss
Robert Mountcastle
John Murnane

Dennis Murphy
William O'Bryant
Lawrence Oliver
George Orphanidys
Joseph Paquette
Phyllis Parrent

James Peace
Charles Penick
Charles Pinnell
John Pinkston
James Poliquin
Mike Ponder

Randolph Powers
Richard Price
Alice Pyles

Dorris Ragsdale
Carol Reynolds
Kathryn Reynolds

Katy Reynolds
Margaret Ripley
Robert Ripley

William Ritchie
Peyton Roberts
William Robins
Ronald Robinson
Michael Rorrer
Leslie Rose
Meredith Rose
Karen Rudolph

George Sara
Jeffrey Sargent
Timothy Schacherer
Ted Schaffer
Rudolph Schmiedt

Lane Scott
William Shafer
Richard Sheperd
Robert Silverman
Robert Sinnenburg

Phyllis Strotta
David Skory
Jean Smith
Robert Smith
John Snyder
... to Help Others Become People

Gary Buracker
Brantley Burns
Susan Butterworth
Carol Byrd
Eleanor Cantrell
David Caulkins

Carey Chisholm
Gail Clinton
Donald Cole
Karen Colenda
Douglas Cook
William Cooper

Michael Crowe
William Cunningham
Toni Cutson
Olympia Dallas
Robert Dance
Dwight Davidson

Robert Davis
Kirk Dickie
Ella Dickinson
Michael DiMattina
Larry Dixon
William Elliott

Paul Farrell
Darryl Feldman
Kevin Fiscella

Stephen Fink
Patrick Fitzgerald
Joseph Florence

Virginia Floyd
Wayne Fuller
Neal Gaither

Pam Galloway
Vera Garber
Regina Gargus
Work, Work, Work

Andrea Gnatt
Jan Goplerud
Rosemarie Greyson
William Grizzard
Russell Handy
Charles Hatcher

James Hecht
Janice Heckel
Mark Henson
Alex Hertzman
Steve Holloran
Frank Holt

Meds Study So Hard

Keith Jackson
Margie Jaworski
David Johnson
Garland Jones
William Jones
Sara Jones-Gomberg

Sara Haltreider
Harvey Kaplan
Mary Kegley
Jeff Kennedy
Susan King
Mimi Koller
Mark Kransdorf
John LaPenta
Robert Lamberson
Jaime Lambrecht
Daniel Lawrence
Thomas Lawrence

Charles Leavitt
Molly Lee
Susan Leett
Michael Lewallen
John Lieb
Phil Linas

Daniel Macklin
Charles Magnant
Kevin Malloy
Thomazs Marfing
Keith Martin
Virginia Martin

Hallett Mathews
Mike McGlintock
Ann McKenney
James Mills
Brenda Minor
William Montague

Richard Moore
Jon Moreshead
Susan Moyer
Elizabeth Mumper
Victoria Neave
Richard Niggins

Eric Norby
Charles Norris
Margaret Offermann
Katherine O'Hanlan
William Pankey
Kathleen Pinkstone
nurse anesthesia
Nurse Anesthetists
Put You Under

WILLIAM BLANNETT
DONNA CARPENTER
KYLE HAMLIN
NANCY LAYNE

MARY McEACHERN
SALLY PINEAULT
SUE RICE
CARL WIMMER

nurse anesthesis '77
Virginia Bertani
Courtney Cosby
Charles Emerson
Donna Fairchild
Gary Hahn
Chris Jenkins

Barry Kramer
Marilyn Lewis
Katherine Moler
Joan Riswold
Bill Vurnakes
Becky Woodson

The Watchful Eyes
nursing
Good Times Becoming... Memories

REBECCA CHAPPELL
PHYLLIS CHIN
JANE COLE
GARY COLLINS

LUANNE COTTLE
NANCY COWARDIN
NANCY CURRIE
DIANNE DAVIS

ANDREA DELGADO
ANNE DEMMON
NANCY DIETZOLD
JANET DITTO

SALLIE DOYLE
BARBARA ELAM
VICKY EMMETT
BARBARA ENGLEMAN

LEE ESKEY
LINDA FAIRBAIRN
SHELLEY FLIPPEN
LYNN FREDERICKS
ELLA GARNER
ELLEN GARTRELL
CHRISTINE GATZEK
JANE GOODMAN

MAY GRANT
ESTHER GRAY
PEGGI GUENTER
VICKI GWALTNEY

ROBIN HADEN
MARY HALL
JILL HARPER
JUDY HARPER

136 nursing '77
Love a Nurse PRN

SHERRY HOAR
DEBORAH HOCKMAN
PATRICIA HOLLOWAY
PATRICIA HOTZ

SUE HUBBARD
BECKY HUDSON
ANNE JACK
ELAINE JOBIN

BERKELEY KECK
STEPHANIE KECK
CATHERINE KEDY
WAYNE LAWSON
Nurses Do it Better

MARY MICHAEL
KASANDRA MILLER
LYNN MILLER
BABETTE MOORE

CATHLEEN MULLEN
JERI MUNSON
GRACE MURPHY
MARGARET MYERS

SHERI NACHMAN
MARY NOON
ANNE RAPSON
TIMOTHY REHM

JANEY ROGERS
JUDITH SALZER
NINA SAUNDERS
KAREN SCHLAG

DOROTHY SEBENA
SHERRI SHEA
DEBRA SHELTON
ELIZABETH SHELTON
CHRISTY SIEBELS  
VIRGINIA SISLER  
ROBIN SLATER  
DEBORAH STABLES

LUCINDA STEPHENS  
CATHY STITH  
DONELLA STOKLEY  
MARLA SUTTON

DANA SWEET  
CAROL THOMAS  
EVELYN TILLER  
GAYLE TWINE

ANDREW WADE  
SUSAN WHITE  
REBECCA WORMAN  
KATHLEEN YODER
Theresa Davis
Ava DeLoach
Phyllis DeMaurizi
Deborah DeVilbiss
Jill Dillow
Martha Dobyns

Terry Döivera
Linda Doss
Vicki Dudderar
Jeanne Duffer
Mary Edwards
Cynthia Faison

Maureen Farrell
Kim Forthuber
Anne Fries
Robyn Fulwider
Carol Garby
Edie Gavis

Lynn Grandi
Mary Griffin
Carol Hafer

Sandra Hasher
Lori Hayes
Victoria Hensley
Nursing: A Caring Profession

Marion Henson
Gail Hill
Mike Holy
Brenda Hulvey
Kathryn Jarvis
Dawn Jessee

Mary Jones
Kathy Lantz
Patricia LaPenta
Anne Lee
John Longenecker
Jean Marks

Rebecca McLeod
Lori Meador
Thomasine Merritt
Carol Middleton
Teloa Morris
Cindy-Lou Mundy

Anne Murphy
Christine Nelson
Susan Nichols
Jayne Osepchuk
Janet Petty
Deborah Pleasants

Ruth Purcell
Ann Quillen
Donna Ramey
Nancy Renn  
Wendy Rohrer  
Ann Rose  
Shelly Ruehrmund  
Ann Rutledge  

Suzanne Ryce  
Donna Schwartz  
Angela Scott  
LaVerne Seay  
Laura Setliff  

Pat Shell  
Karen Simpson  
Patti Sisson  
Patricia Smith  
Steve Smith  

Vickie Southall  
Karen Stanford  
Maria Stevens  
Connie Street  
Kim Turner  

Patricia Vasvary  
Kathleen Wallmeyer  
Jennifer Weatherford  
Carol White  
Christina Wilson
becoming
pharmacy
Hearing, Not Just Listening
Seeing, Not Just Looking
Becoming, Not Just Being

MALCOLM KNIGHT
JEFFREY LANE
GREGORY LARGE
CHARLOTTE LESLIE

ALAIN LOUKA
ALLEN LUMPKIN
JAN MALLEY
MALCOM MASSENBERG

DAVID MATNEY
MICHAEL McCOY
TERRY McNEER
EMELYN MILLS

RENEE MORGAN
JACQUELYNN MORTON
GALE NICKOLS
FRED O'DELL

CHARLES O'ROARK
PAMELA PARKS
LINDA PARRISH
JOHN PERRY
Taking it Easy

DON SKIBINSKI
MARThA STEEVES
THOMAS STENNETT
GREGORY STEWART

KATHRYN TAYLOR
JESSE TEMPLE
EUGENE TRIPLETT
HARVEY TURNER

STEWARD TYREE
ELIZABETH WATKINS
SANDRA WATKINS
VICKIE WATTS

THEODORE WEYANDT
FRANKIE WILLIAMS
BEVERLY ZWEIG
Playing Professional

Phil Agee
Linda Aker
Reid Barr

Ricky Baxter
John Beckner
Marsha Bell

Connie Berry
Karen Bliss
Linda Bradish

David Brady
Lamarr Breckenridge
Cathy Briffs
John Brown
Patty Buchanan
Bob Carson

Garland Carter
Mary Chin
S. G. Cox
Herb Craft
Anne Daniel
Mike Deel

Riley Dellinger
Steve Early
Darrell Estes
Sid Fannon
Bruce Ferki
Claudia Firestone

Steve Fisher
Sharon Fohl
Doug Garnett
Cathy Gatling
Mike Gerald
Gayle Gibson
Debbie Matney
Keith McCrickard
Sue McHenry
Tom McKean
Denise Motley
Russ Myers

Gayle Nichols
Steve Nichols
Steve Patterson
Wendell Peyton
Becky Phillippe
Debbie Pillsbury

Shella Pribble
Wayne Reese
Scott Ripley
Beth Saunders
Kathy Saunders
Mick Seal

Marc Stranz
Tony Sumner
Terry Talley
Virginia Tarrer
Bev Thomas
Kent Utley

Tom VanHuss
Fred Whitten
Genevieve Wilhem

Raft On!
Ex... Does this mean I'll have to repeat the prep?
1st Year Pharmacy is a Tough Pill to Swallow

Cindy Albert
Glenn Anderson
Janet Anderson

Mark Angle
Susan Ashley
Peter Axson

Joe Baranowski
Mark Barban
Karen Beard

Nancy Beavers
Anita Birkenmaier
Donna Blount
Stuart Blue
Gladys Boitnott
Toni Boone

Janet Bradley
Jeffrey Brannock
Barbara Brandt
Dennis Burton
Judy Butler
Robin Castagnino

Robert Collie
John Crowder
David Cyphers
Everett Darby
Rick Del Prete
Beth Dixon

John Doolittle
Sandra Eckroade
Terrell Ford
Mark Eggleston
Donna Francioni
Mary Garrett
Susan Gouldin
Steve Graham
Robin Gregory
Joan Guthrie
William Hale
Terry Hamlin

Douglas Harris
Roger Hirsch
Scott Hoback
Jerome Honeycutt
Shirley Hopkins
Patricia Hott

Donna Howdyshell
William Hubbard
Keith Johnson
David Jolliffe
Nathaniel Jones
Chun Kim

Sharon Kunz
James Lee
Lynn Limon
Martha McDearmon
Enid McLeod
Sandra McMillen
The Labs
Revisited

William Tatum
Peyton Taylor
Donna Tisdale
Joette Trower
Sarah Vass

James Vild
Sandy Watkins
Alicia Weldon
William White
Chris Wilkinson

Debra Wilkinson
Jeffrey Williams
Pamela Williams
Shaw Wood
Clara Young
OFFICERS

President - Jack Perry
Vice President - Steve Patteson
Recording Secretary - Hank Graybeal
Corresponding Secretary - Al Roberts
Treasurer - Ken Hearn
Alumni Liaison - Chuck Price
Master at the Inner Guard - Jim Griffith
Prelate - Phil Gruber

OFFICERS

President - Janet Henderson
Vice President - Terry Talley
Recording Secretary - Patty Buchanan
Corresponding Secretary - Linda Little
Treasurer - Debbie Pillsbury
Chaplain - Diane Harrison
Historian - Janice Inskeep
Faculty Advisor - Mrs. Rolfe

OFFICERS

Regent - Bob Carson
1st Vice Regent - Steve Fisher
2nd Vice Regent - Rich Holder
3rd Vice Regent - Fred Whitten
Treasurer - Steve Early
Historian - Charlie Kahle
Chaplain - Herb Craft
Grand Deputy - Leonard Jones
physical therapy
If It's Physical, It's Therapy
If in Doubt, Cut It Out

ROGER ROBERTSON

MARY SAYRE

PATRICIA SLOUGH
JACKIE STEVENS
REGINA TAMBELLINI
CINDY WHITE

LYNN WILKINS
CHARLES WILSON

180 physical therapy '77
We each came with dreams that were similar in nature. With us also were basic fears and the solitude of our new surroundings seemed to be awaiting us. But time helped abolish the troubles and replaced them with friendships. Soon an atmosphere of understanding developed and true companionship resulted. There was always someone to go to, someone to listen, someone to explain. And most important of all there was always someone to help us make it through. As a group we gave the support that was so necessary to keep us going. No one had to stand against the obstacles entirely alone. And the experience of our first year together will always be with us to enable us to help others we have come to know.

People Becoming People
Becoming . . .
the Action of Ourselves

Paula Juliano
Catherine Kilbane
Janet McDonald

Joan Miller
Delores Nice
Susan Preston

Joanne Quarles
John Saul
Anne Shucavage

Terri Slemp
Sharon Soderberg
Mary Taylor
June Thomas
Carl Torode
Timothy Trent

Debbie Watkins
Eileen Weir
Emma Williams
Melvin Williams

physical therapy
radiologic technology
AMY ALDEN
MICHAEL CAISSE
RITA DENTON
LARRY GERALD

DONALD GOLDEN
CHARLES HERTSCH
DEBRA JORDAN
DOROTHY LAGOS

JOAN LANOUX
RICHARD LLOYD
MARY LYLE
SUSAN NORMAN

MARY PITTS
MARI-ANNE RODERICK
KATHLEEN SMITH
MICHAEL TAYLOR

SUSAN YATES

Smile —
You’re On Candid Camera
Beauty Is in the Eyes

of the Rad. Techs.
Developing a Lifetime
Radio Active Fallout
wrap up
Our Leaders

David Abbott
Ralph Anderson
John Andrako
Franklin Bacon
Martha Baxter

Dewey Bell
Michael Bell
Marvin Boots
Richard Brandt
Carol Bray

James Butler
Gilbert Button
Jaime Carlo
Charles Clayton
Patricia Coonsworth

Donald Crabtree
Willie Crocktree
Dominick DePaola
Eusebio Diaz
Ann Dinfus

Hugh Douglas
Jane Edmonds
Howard Elford
Ludwig Epstein
John Eshleman
Sherwin Fishman
Russell Fiske
Harry Fore
Lorne Garrettson
William Garnett
Carl Gerhold

Joanne Greathouse
McLean Grogar
Harold Guilford

Walter Harrington
Lucy Harvie
Susanne Hirt

Jessie Izard
Carlton Jones
Clarence Jones

William Kay
Dwight Kelsey
William Kemp

Karen Kincannon
Berry Kline
Robert Lamb

William Lee
Mardene Libby
James Luton

Francis Macrina
Robin MacStravie
James McLver
Being to Come Further

James McKenney
Peter Moon
Roberta Newton
Lester Nimoy
Donna Odom
Walter Ormes

Kent Palcanis
Otto Payton
Ronald Polk

James Revere
Michael Rogers
Felix Shepard

Barbara Small
Ralph Small
Edwin Smith

Doyle Smith
Sandra Sommer
Louis Sorrento

Ding Tsao
James Wasseen
Warren Weaver

Eugene White
Richard Wilson
Joseph Witteman

John Wittrock
Lauren Woods
Ruth Wooten

faculty and administration
The Student Government Association experienced an extremely active year. The $140 Consolidated Fee was questioned in detail, resulting in a revised fee representing services or goods used per student. Establishment of a functional board to oversee the operations of the MCV Student Center was undertaken. Discounts to various cultural events were expanded to include the VCU Theatre, Virginia Museum Theatre, Richmond Symphony and Synfonia as well as the popular artist series. Relations with the Alumni Association were expanded along with improved communications with the administrative staff and faculty.

Community service projects such as a blood drive and a state-wide Career Day for the health professions were accomplished. Revision of the SGA Constitution was undertaken. Management of the MCV ring fund was reviewed. Social events included two dances, three beer blasts, three disco nights, and a spring 'field day' picnic.

Relations with other university publics were improved through involvement with the University Assembly, Council for University Affairs, VCU Legislative Liaison Committee, Athletic Committee as well as the Academic Campus student affairs board structure. Personal contact with student leaders on the Academic Campus was established and maintained along with all key university persons. These relationships provided the basis for realignment of certain administrative functions in the student affairs and honor code areas to better serve the needs of MCV students.

Through SGA efforts, Bank Americard/Master Charge was established in the MCV Bookstore, the Student Directory and 'X-Ray' were published, and graduation invitations were ordered and distributed.

Under the leadership of Russ Long, President, Terry Talley, Vice President, Gary Avakian, Treasurer, and Emelyn Mills, Secretary, SGA pursued a very assertive role in 1976-77.
The action of ourselves

MCV WINTER DANCE
RICHMOND MOSQUE
February 5, 1977 8:30 - 12:30
Music by
THE ROYAL KINGS

Beer & Set-Ups Provided No 0479

SCOTTISH RITE TEMPLE
4204 HERMITAGE ROAD
FEB’RY 5 1977
SAT. EVE., AT 8:30 P.M.
SINGLE PRICE $3.50
SERIES PRICE $17.00
NO EXCHANGES-NO REFUNDS
THE RICHMOND SINFonia

student directory
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For over 25 years, helping the medical profession bring better health care to the women of the world... and their families.
Compliments of

THE CAMPUS ROOM
CAFETERIA
AND
GIFT SHOP

Bank 'round the clock
with
Ginny
the
Green Machine
at our Nelson Clinic
office

A. H. ROBINS

Making today's medicines with
integrity . . .

seeking tomorrow's with persistence.

A. H. Robins Company
1407 Cummings Drive, Richmond, Va.  23220

SKULL and BONES
RESTAURANT

Serving MCV for
Over Fifty Years
At REVCO, it's the pharmacist up front that counts

The major and basic difference between Revco's 863 stores and ordinary drug stores is the Company's marked emphasis on its prescription business. Revco pharmacists now fill prescriptions at the rate of more than 32 million a year.

Obviously, the operation of high-volume prescription stores such as Revco's and the simultaneous maintenance of high professional standards requires the services of registered pharmacists of high proficiency and character.

That's why when we say, "at Revco, it's the pharmacist up front that counts," we mean it! Of course, if in addition to working in a highly professional environment, you're interested in the more mundane matters such as . . .

- Revco's training program for interns is the most outstanding in the profession
- Revco offers a stock participation retirement plan that provides security and financial growth
- Revco's rapid growth and continuous expansion program offers many opportunities for advancement to management positions

. . . Then, you should definitely explore your future with Revco. If you are interested in a position in Ohio, Michigan, Kentucky, Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, Arizona, Pennsylvania, New York, Maryland, Florida, South Carolina, Kansas, Missouri, Texas, Mississippi, Tennessee, Georgia, Indiana, Alabama, or Oklahoma, then write.

Mr. Albert Sebok
Vice President,
Store Operations
Revco D.S., Inc.
1925 Enterprise Parkway
Twinsburg, Ohio 44087
You came, you saw, you conquered

Why are more dentists than ever before coming to Healthco dealers? We have a little list. If you aren't a Healthco customer yet, look us over. Perhaps, like our regular customers, you'll discover that when you buy from Healthco, you always come out ahead:

1. In-depth inventories — all leading brands — plus economical quality Healthco brands
2. Service departments staffed with factory-trained technicians.
3. Service vehicles stocked with extensive replacement parts to minimize your downtime.
4. Equipment loaners available — to keep your practice productive.
5. Experienced store management — with individual store personality.
6. Specialists in space planning, architectural and interior design.
7. Professional management counseling on office and staff management, patient relationships.
8. Expert counseling on insurance coverage.
9. Associate placement service.
10. Expert counseling on financing equipment and construction — conventional or lease.
11. Custom Acquisition Program (C.A.P.) for budgeting annual purchases of merchandise and small equipment at lowest possible cost — with monthly payments, no interest.

OWENS, MINOR AND BODECKER, INC.

Richmond, Virginia
Wholesale Druggist
Serving Drug Stores
and Hospitals of Virginia
and North Carolina Since 1882

Compliments of

MCV BOOKSTORE
and
MCV DENTAL STORE

THE MACKE COMPANY —
RICHMOND

For Your Refreshment Needs

An independent nonprofit community hospital
dedicated to the prevention and cure of eye, ear,
nose and throat disorders and diseases.
77 years of growth in strength and dependability

That adds up to over $3.5 billion of insurance in force today and assets of over $4.4 billion. And that means security and protection for more than two million Policyholders. That comes through personalized service from over thirteen hundred Agents in 150 offices in Virginia, North Carolina, Maryland, Tennessee, Delaware, West Virginia, and the District of Columbia. That's Home Beneficial Life.

HOME BENEFICIAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY - RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

Bioblend. A little extra insurance that your denture patients will like the way they look.

A denture patient’s attractive natural smile speaks volumes about the dentist—his care, his skill, his total concern for the patient’s physical and psychological well being. And that same smile says something important about the teeth, too.

Trubyte® Bioblend® Anteriors. Available in porcelain and plastic.

TRUBYTE

dentsply International, York, Pennsylvania © 1973 Dentply International Inc. All rights reserved.
Knowledgeable Help
In Office Planning

Our broad experience enables us to help you choose a location and an office design that will be ideal for your practice. Let us tell you about our complete Office Planning Service. Available to all Dental Students.

For Supplies and Equipment Contact:
Gary Hollender
College Representative

PATTERSON DENTAL COMPANY

NORFOLK
3305 Croft St.
(804) 853-7623

ROANOKE
3026 Wentworth Ave., N.W.
(703) 362-1664

RICHMOND
4118 FitzHugh
(804) 353-2766

LAUREL (Maryland)
3200 Ft. Mead Rd.
(301) 953-2244

STROTH DRUG CO.

Wholesale Druggist
Lynchburg, VA
Richmond, VA,
Princeton, West VA
Greensboro, NC
Serving the Health Care Professions
Since 1853

GRINNAN, HARRIS
TABB & CO., INC.

1211 Roseneath Road
Richmond, VA 23230
Telephone: (804) 355-7401

All Lines of Personal and Commercial Insurance

THOMAS G. POWELL,
INC.

Manufacturers of
Orthotic and Prosthetic Appliances

414 West Broad Street
Richmond, VA 23220
Phone: 649-9043
The Welcome Mat Is Always Out For You
Join Your

Alumni Association of the
Medical College of Virginia
An Independent, Self Supporting Organization

1106 East Clay Street
Richmond, Virginia
Remember the summer of '76?

This summer, four young people joined The Upjohn Company as part of the NPC Pharmacy Internship Program.

They added to their educational process ... learned about manufacturing, quality control, pharmaceutical research, and marketing/sales.

We hope we answered their questions. Certainly, we took their suggestions to heart.

And when the 10-weeks were over, we parted knowing that we'll enjoy seeing each other in the years ahead.

And reminiscing about the summer of '76.

Upjohn

1977 The Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo, Michigan
FROM DENTAL STUDENT TO DENTIST
WHAT IS YOUR FUTURE?

Private Practice, Associate Practice, Group Practice, or Whatever Your Plans Might Be Upon Graduation, Let Our Experienced Staff of Professionals Aid You in the Many Decisions You Are Soon to be Confronted With. Such As:

- Choice of Practice Locations
- Office and Floor Plan Design
- Selection of Equipment and Supplies

For Your Dental Supply Needs Contact:
RAY BLAKE
MCV Representative

RICHMOND
2110 Maywill St.
(804) 359-9217

BRISTOL
1740 Euclid Ave.
(708) 466-2114

ROCKVILLE, MD
12266 Wilkins Ave.
(301) 881-2191

Specifications

Volume 64 of the X-Ray was printed by Taylor Publishing Company of Dallas, Texas. The sales representative was Dan De Falco.

Press run: 1800 books, 224 pages, size 9 x 12.
Endsheet material: #48 Fawn Matte by Taylor Publishing. Cover: Design by Andrea Poppa thermo screened in white on #322 green. Type: The heading style for entire book is Park Avenue, while body type is 12 pt. litho and index is 8 pt. litho. Color and major black and white candid photography: Steve Rothman.
Reflections

It's finished - in spite of everything. Missed deadlines, the staff that disappeared. The time for procrastination is over - this one can’t be missed. 

What do I know about yearbooks? Is this a one man show? Pathology 'saved' for the night before the test. The grouch - escape to Sanger. My friends just call me 'flash'. Finally it's over.

The year started with the question of whether or not there would be an X-Ray. A staff was gathered and SGA gave us the go ahead. Our goal was to reflect MCV as seen through the eyes of those in the individual schools. Whether we succeeded or failed, our intentions were good. We chose the theme 'becoming' because we thought it was applicable to each school and MCV as a whole. Then the race against time began.

Special thanks to Meg for her perseverance at the typewriter and staying through to the end to ward off the ghouls that inhabit Larrick after hours. I'd also like to thank Mrs. Perkins, Elaine, Karen and the staff for their help. Steve, you can sleep now. Bill Grizzard, Steve Krause, Anne Demmon, and Neil Curtis thanks for your contributions to photography. Greg Toussaint, Charlie Kahle, Eileen Weir, Mary Noon, Patti Sisson, and Carol Cook, thanks for the use of your pictures. Without your help this book would not be.

For omitted pictures, misspelled names and other mistakes - my apologies.

X-Ray Staff

JANET HENDERSON - editor
KATHIE MORRIS - assistant editor
STEVE KOTHMAN - photography editor
JESSE TEMPLE - advertising manager

STAFF: Mary Noon, Robin Ornoff, Julie Taylor, Mike Gerald, Karla Tysdal.

AIDS: Meg Gilmer, Karen Fickett and Elaine Russel.

Cover, divider and index design: Andrea Poppa.

Photo Credits: Page 16 - Bob Northern and various pictures in the introduction, pages 2-15 courtesy of the Richmond Times Dispatch and News Leader.
Becoming
a place of growth
where in focusing on our goals
we lose sight of the world
where in merging our knowledge with life
we gain sight of the universe.